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Characterization of Band[imited Functions and Processes 
ALAN J. L~E 
Department of Mathematics, University of Auckland, Auckland, New Zealand 
Several classes of bandlimited functions are defined and characterized in a 
variety of ways and the relationships between these classes are explored. 
A sharpened sampling theorem is presented. These results are used to derive 
similar theorems for bandlimited random processes. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The concept of a bandlimited function (or process) has been extended by 
Zakai (1965) to functions that are not necessarily square integrable, (and to 
stochastic processes that do not have Fourier integral representations). 
A characterization f Zakai's class of functions in terms of ordinary band- 
limited functions has been given by Cambanis and Masry (1974). In the 
present paper, a generalized concept of bandlimited function is characterized 
in a variety of ways, and a sharper sampling theorem for such functions is 
presented. Ordinary bandlimited functions and processes are discussed as a 
subset of this generalized class, and finally, corresponding results for stochastic 
processes are given. 
2. BANDLIMITED FUNCTIONS 
The following notation is employed in the sequel. I f f  is an L 1 function on 
N, we denote its Fourier transform by f, where 
f 
c~ 
- -oo  
If f is a locally integrable function we also denote by f the distribution cor- 
responding to f, that is to say the continuous linear functional on the space 
of test functions that maps ~ ~ ~ onto J'_~ f(x)~(x) dx. If the distribution f is 
temperate, we denote its Fourier transform by F. Thus if S denotes the 
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Schwartz space of rapidly decreasing functions, F(¢) = f(q~) for all ~ ~ S.) 
By the spectrum of a distribution f we mean the support of its Fourier 
transform. See, e.g., Treves (1967) and Donaghue (1969). 
Let t% be the measure on ~ given by d/% = (1 4- t2) -k dt, k = O, 1, 2,..., 
thus /x 0 is just Lebesgue measure. The class of all measurable functions 
square-integrable with respect to /~ will be written L~(/%). 
We now consider the definition and some elementary properties of some 
classes of bandlimited functions. For details the reader is referred to Lee 
(1976). 
Consider a fixed but arbitrary function ¢ whose Fourier transform ~satisfies 
(i) ~ is a symmetric test function supported by ( - -W -- 3, w 4- 8), 
(ii) ~(x) = 1 for all x ~ [--W, W], 
(iii) ~(x) < 1 for all x ~ I--W, W]. 
Then for aUf 6 L2(~), the eonvolut ionf ,  ¢ exists, is a continuous function in 
Lo.(b%), and is analytic if f is continuous. Define a function f ~ L2(~) to be 
"bandlimited (W, 3)" if f .  q~ =f  a.e. (Lebesgue). This implies that f is 
equal a.e. to an analytic function; we take for f i ts  analytic version throughout. 
The class of such functions is denoted by Bk(W, 3). 
PROPOSITION 1. (a) I f  f is Bz~(W, 3) then 
k-1  
f ( t)  = ~ [f(J)(0) t~/j!] 4- (t~/h!)g(t) 
J=0 
u'here g(t) is of the form 
W+8 
g(t) = f e-2~"XG(x) dx 
--W--8 
for some G(x) square integrable on [-- W -- S, W 4- 3]. The function f has an 
entire extension satisfying 
If(z)l ~ C(1 4-lz [)ke2~(w+a)[Imz[ 
and the spectrum o f f  is contained in [--l;V -- 3, W @ 3]. 
(b) I f  g(t) = IAA e-2~it~C(x) dx where G is L z on [ - -n,  A] then 
f(t)  = C O + Clt + "" + Cz,_it ~-~ 4- tl:g(t) 
is a function in B,~(W, 3) b r  W> A and 3 > o 
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For a proof, see Lee (1975). 
For brevity, a function g of the form f w~ e_2,m~G(x) dx is described as 
"conventionally bandlimited (W)." 
The following result is a sharper version of Proposition 1 and provides a 
characterization of Bk(IC , 5). 
THEOREM 1. Suppose f~L2(ixl~ ). Then the following are equivalent: 
(a) f~B~(W, 8), 
(b) f(t) = Z [f{~}(O)/j!] P 47 (t~'/k!)g(t) 
j=0 
where g is conventionally bandlimited (W), 
(c) The spectrum o f f  is contained in [--W, W], 
(d) f has an extension to an entire function satisfying 
(1) 
If(z)] ~ C(1 47 [z I)k e~=WlIm=l foral lz@C. (2) 
Proof. We prove (a) ~ (c), (c) ~ (b), (b) ~ (d), (d) ~ (c) and (c) ~ (a). 
(a) ~ (c). IffeBT~(W, 5) then f *¢  =f ,  and on taking Fourier trans- 
forms we obtain for all test functions ¢ e 
F((1 - 6) ¢) = 0.  (3)  
Suppose x ~ (W, W 47 5) and that x is in the spectrum off .  Then given any 
neighborhood U of x there exists a test function ~: supported by U such 
that F(~:) =/= 0. In particular, let U = (a, b) where W < a < x < b. Then 
there exists r j>0 such that 1 - -q~(x)>71>0 for all y~(a ,b ) .  Thus 
(1 --q~)-I is a C °~ function on (a, b) and if ~ is a test function supported 
by U with F(~:) =/= 0 then ¢ = se(1 -- ¢)-~ is a test function with support in 
(a, b). Thus F(s e) = F(1 - -6 )  ~b) =/= 0, contradicting (3). Thus x ¢ spectrum 
of f .  
Similarly if x ~ [ - -W -- 5, --W), then x q~ spectrum off.  Since by Proposi- 
tion 1, the spectrum o f f  is contained in [--W, --3, W + 3], (c) must be true. 
(c) ~ (b). Since F has support in [--W, W], by the Paley-Wiener 
theorem (Donoghue, 1969, p. 211), 
lf(z)l ~ c(1 47 l z ])Nd =wI'mzj 
for some constant c > 0 and some integer N > 0. If gl(z) = ( f (z)  --f(O))/z 
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then g(z) is also entire, satisfies (4) for possibly different constants C' and 
N', is in L2(/%_~) and has spectrum contained in [--W, W]. 
Define successive functions g,(z) = (gn_l(Z) --g~_l(0))/z, n = 2,..., h. 
Then g,, is entire, satisfies (4) for some constants C and N and is in L2(t%_,), 
n = 1, 2 ..... k. In particular g~(t) is entire, g~ cL~(/x0) and g~ has spectrum 
in [--W, W]. It follows that gt~ is conventionally bandlimited (W), and that (1) 
is true. 
(b) ~ (d). Since any g that is conventionally bandlimited (W) has an 
analytic extension satisfying I g(z)l ~ Ce 2~WIxm~l, any function f of the form 
(1) is an analytic function satisfying (2). 
(d) ~ (c). Follows by the Paley-Wiener theorem. 
(c) ~ (a). It is enough to prove that (c) implies that f((1 -- ~) ¢) = 0 
for all test functions ¢. F has support in [--W, W] and the test function 
(1  - -  ~) ¢ has all derivatives vanishing on [--W, W] since 
J=O 
and (d'/dxJ) (1 -- ~(x)) = 0 on [--W, W] for all/. 
Since F has compact support it is of finite order, so by Donoghue (1969, 
p. 102), F((1 -- ~) ¢) = 0 for all test functions ¢. 
Thus the class B~(W, 8) does not depend in any way on the quantity 8, 
but consists of all L2(p~ ) functions having spectrum contained in the interval 
[--W, W]. It is clear that the kernel ~, used in the original definition of the 
class Bk(W, 8) is essentially arbitrary: any C ~ function whose Fourier 
transform is a symmetric function identically equal to 1 on [--W, W] will 
generate the same class Bk(W, 8). We thus drop 8 from the notation and 
describe members of the class BT~(W ) as "bandlimited to W" (cf. Cambanis 
and Masry, 1974). 
We may also consider the class B(W) consisting of all functions f that are 
temperate distributions having spectrum contained in I--W, W]. This 
class has the following properties: 
THEOREM 2. (a) B(W)=Ue~oBT~(W ). 
(b) f ~ B(W) is in L2(ix~) iff the order of the distribution F is <~k. 
Proof. (a) Let f~  B(W). Then by the Paley-\Viener theorem, since F 
has compact support, f satisfies (2) for some N, and so its restriction to 
is in L2(/~1. ) for some h. Since B,~(W) C B(W) for all k, (a) follows. 
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(b) Supposef~ B(W). Then iff~L2(/z~) , by Theorem 1 f satisfies (1). 
Taking Fourier transforms of both sides of (1) we obtain 
k--1 
F = ~ c~(J) + ~(k) ~ ¢, 
j=0 
where c~, j = 0,..., k - -  1 are constants and 3u) is the jth derivative of the 
Dirac distribution 3 and ~b is a function L 2 on [--W, W]. Then for any test 
function ¢, 
/c--1 W 
I F(¢)I ~< ~ I c~ 1 I ¢('(0)1 + f~ I ¢<~)(x)l I ¢(x)l dx. 
j=0 W 
Thus there exists a constant C such that for any compact set K and test 
function ¢ supported by K we have 
I F(¢)I ~ C II¢ ]h~,~ 
where ][ ¢ Ilk.so = max0<s<k supx~K ] ¢U)(X)] • It follows that F is a distribution 
of order ~k.  
Conversely, if F is a distribution of order ~k  with support in [- -W, W] 
then f ~ L2(ffv ) for some v. Let v be the smallest such integer, it will be shown 
that v ~ k. Consider test functions of the form ~ = t"¢, ¢ ~.  Then 
~(J ) (0)=0 for j=0 ,1  .... , v - -1  and 
t* W 
F(~) = / ~<~)(t) ¢(t) at. 
J --W 
Since F is of order ~-~k, IF(~)] ~ C N ~ [I~,K for all such test functions 
supported by K. Thus for all ~ of the form t~¢(t) supported by K 
W 
f ~(')(t) ¢(t) dt <~ C I1 ~ II~,K, 
-W 
which is impossible unless v ~< k. Thus fEL2(ffk ). 
These results yield sharper sampling theorems for B~(W) functions. 
THEOREM 3. Let f~ Bk(W). Then ifh < (2W) -1,/3 < (~r(h -1 --  2W)/h), 
sin 7rh-a(z -- nh) sin ~ fl(z -- nh) 
%~- o:) 
(5) 
the convergence of the series (5) being uniform on all compact subsets of the 
complex plane. 
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Pro@ Using Theorem 1, the proof may be carried out as in Piranashvili 
(1967). 
Next the classes Bo(W ) and BI(W) are examined in more detail. The 
conventionally bandlimited functions are just the members of Bo(W )
(Cambanis and Masry, 1974). Every function in B(W) is almost conventionally 
bandlimited in the following sense: 
THEOREM 4. Bo(W ) is dense in B1~(W) for all positive integers k. 
Proof. Suppose f ~ Bk(W) is orthogonal in B~(W) to every g ~ Bo(W ). 
It is enough to prove that f = 0. 
Now 
S 0 = f(t)g(t)(1 @t 2) kdt - -~o  
. :o  tV  
dx dt 
- -~9 - -W 
dx 
where H is the Fourier transform of the L 1 function h(t) =f ( t )  (1 @ t 2) ~ h 
(and hence H) is also inL 2 so H(x) = 0 a.e. on I - -W, W]. 
Since H(x) is continuous (being the Fourier transform of an L~ function) 
H(x) = 0 on I - -W, W]. Now f(t) = (1 @ t2) 7: h(t) so upon taking Fourier 
transforms we obtain 
F =- P(D) H 
whcre P(D) is a linear differential operator. It follows that Supp F _C Supp H. 
But SuppF  C [-- I/V, W] so the support o fF  can contain at most two points, 
namely - -W and W. Thus F is of the form z.,j=0 x~ c~-wx(~) + 52j=0~ w'/x(j~ where 
8w(6) = ¢(W), or alternatively, f(t) is of the form 
f(t) = pl(t) e 2~IV~ + p2(t) e -2~*IV~, 
where Pl and p2 are polynomials. Since f~L2(l~) it follows that degree of 
,~--I /~--I 
p~ ~< k - -  I, degree of P2 ~< k - -  I. Also pi(t) = E~=0 c?', p~(t) = E~=o d;tJ. 
Then for all x ~ [--W, W] 
/c--1 
f (cflJe ~Wt @ dye - '~)  e2~*xt(1 @ t2) -k d t= O. (6) 
j=O -oe  
643/3 i/3-5 
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0o " 5 ® pe2,itx(1 +t2) -k  Let ~(x) = f_~ e2=i=t(1 -}- t2) -k at. Then }PO)(x) = (2m) l -=  dt 
so from (5) we obtain 
/c--1 
~. c/7~(~)(W + x) + d/7~°)(x -- W) = 0 
j=0 
where c j  = 6(2~i)-J, 4 '  = 4(2~i) -L Now 7J(x) is of the form e-I*Ep( I x [) 
where p(x) is a polynomial of degree k - -  1 with positive coefficients. 
Thus 
tYO)(x) = e-*qj(x) for x > O, 
= e~r,(x) for x < O, 
where qj, r~- are polynomials of degree k - -  1. Thus for x e [ - -W,  W] 
k- i  } - i  
c/e-(~+W)qj(x + W)  + ~, d/e~-Wr~(x --  W)  = O, 
j =0 ~ =0 
i.e., e-~Ql(x) + e, Q2(x) = 0 for all x ~ [ - -W,  W], where 
Qa(x) = e-W E c/qj(x + W),  Q2(x) = e -w  ~, d/ra(x - -  W).  
J J 
Hence Qx(x) = Q2(x) = 0 for all x in [ - -W,  W] and hence for all x, and so 
k--1 
~, c/qj(x) - -  0 for all x. 
5=0 
Now for x > O, (dJ/dM) e-Xp(x) = e-Xqj(x) so 
(_l),-.,o,(x) 
and 
o = E ~q,(x)= Z I Z ~/(-11~-~ p,~,(x) 
j=O m=O ~ j=m 
= ~ 7mPCml(x) say• 
~=0 
Since the coefficients of p are all positive, this implies that y,. = 0 and so 
c /= O, j = O, 1,..., k - -  1. Similar ly d /= O, j = 0 ..... k - -  1 and f ( t )  = 0 
for all t as asserted. 
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The class Ba(W) is precisely the class B(W, 3) of Zakai (1965), although a 
different kernel is used in the definition. That BI(W ) is in fact the same as the 
class B(W, 8) is proved by Cambanis and Masry (1974) along with Theorems 1 
and 4 for the case k = 1. In fact, each class B~(W) may be generated by 
kernels ¢ whose Fourier transforms are not C% However, if the present C ~ 
kernel is used then the same function ~ generates all the classes B~(W), 
k ~ 0, 1, 2,.... 
3. BANDLIMITED STOCHASTIC PROCESSES 
Consider a mean square continuous, zero mean second order process 
{x(t), t ~ R} with covariance function R(t, s) = E(x(t) X(s)). I f  R satisfies 
f_oo R(t, t) t%(dt) < 0% (7) 
oo 
then the process was defined by Lee (1976) to be "bandlimited (W, 8)," if 
almost every sample path was bandlimited (W, 3), or equivalently, if the 
function R(t, ") was bandlimited (W, 8) for every t e R. In view of Theorem i, 
the representation of this class of processes may be sharpened and it may be 
characterized in a manner similar to Theorem 1. Define BPk(W ) to be the 
class of mean square continuous second order processes whose covarianees 
satisfy (7) and have almost all paths functions in BI~(W ). Then we obtain a 
characterization of BPk(W) as follows: 
THEOREM 5. Let x(t) have covariance R satisfying (7). Then the following are 
equivalent: 
(a) x(t) is in the class BP,~(W); 
(b) R(t, .) E Bk(W ) for each t ~ •; 
(e) The spectrum of the distribution corresponding to R is contained hz 
I-w, w] × [-w, w]; 
(d) x(t) ~-~ = ~2~=o [x(J)(O)/j!] P + [tl~/k!] y(t) where y(t) is a harmonizable 
process with covariance function 
R~(t, s) = f_;f_,;e2~(t~-s~)~(x, y)dx dy, ¢~ L2( [ -  W, W]× [-- W, IV]); 
(e) x(t) has a series representation 
~(t) = ~ a.(t)e. 
n=O 
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where the {e~}'s are an orthonormal basis for the Hilbert space H(x) generated 
by the process and each function an(') E B~(W) and Z [ a,(t)[ ~ < oo for each 
t~N.  
Proof. (a) ~ (b). From the Schwartz inequality it follows that 
R(t, ") ~L~(lxk) since R(t, t) satisfies (7). Since the process x(t) is meansquare 
continuous and hence measurable, and almost every path is ill B~(W), 
x(s) = x(u) d?(u @ s) du a.e., (8) 
- co  
and so for every t e N 
R(t, s) = Ex(t) x(s) 
= E~(t) x(u) ~(u + s) du 
- - co  
= f R(t, s) ¢~(u + s) du 
= R(t, s) • ~(s), 
so R(t, .) is in Bk(W). 
(b) =~ (c). Using (8) we obtain 
a~ leo R(t, s) -- j_~ -~ R(u, ~) ~(u + t) ~(~ + s) au dr, 
and denoting by ~ the function ~(x, y )= d~(x),~(y) we obtain the two- 
dimensional convolution equation R ,  q~ = R. Taking the Fourier transform 
of both sides yields 
8(1 -- ~) = 0 
where ~ is the Fourier transform of qb. Arguing as in Theorem 1 proves (c). 
(c) ~ (d). This follows as in Lee (1976). 
(d) ~ (e). Let x(t) = ~=0 an(t) e~ be the series expansion of x, where 
the r.v.s e~ form an orthonormal basis for the Hilbert space H(x) spanned by 
the process and each function a n cL2(/zk). We have to show that a, ~ BI~(W ). 
From (d) we obtain 
t an(t) = E(x(t)U~) = ~ E ~ P @ ~. E(y(t)~) j~O 
,o-~ a~)(O ) t ~ ? 
= g j~  + Tbn(t) ,
j~O 
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where b~(t) = (y(t), e~). We will show that b~(t) ~ Bo(W ). Now the function q~ 
in the representation of Rv can be expressed as ¢(x, y) = 2~=oCn(X)¢~(y)--, 
the series converging in L2([--W , W] × [--W, W]) when each 
~ e L2([--W , W]). Let Z be a random measure defined by Z(A) = 
~2n~°_ 0 f~ ¢~(x) dxen; Z exists since 2~°~=0 I I,~ ~(x)  dx 13 < oo. Then y has the 
representation y(t) -~ Iw_vv e2~itXZ(dx) and so b~(t) ~ E(y(t) ~) = 
I~w e2~¢~(x) dx, i.e., bn ~ Bo(g). Thus by Theorem 1, an E BT~(W). 
(e) ~ (b). From (7) and Fubini's theorem it is clear that R(t, ") ~L2(t% ).
Also 
R(t, s) = L a~(t) a.(s) 
q~ =0 
L = an(t) an(U ) ~(u -I- s) du 
'Tt=O - -~ 
= a (t) a . (u)  ¢0 + 
= f R(t, u) ¢(u + ,) d., 
since ¢ is real and the interchange of sum and integral is valid since 
f E 1 an(t)I [ a,(u)[ ¢(u @ s) du <~ f (R(t, t) R(u, u))l/2¢(u @ s) du < oo. 
Thus R(t, .) is in BI~(W ). 
(b) ~ (a). Follows as in Lee (197@ 
Analogously to bandlimited functions we may consider the class PB(W) 
of processes whose covariances R have spectra contained in I--W, W] × 
p [--W, IV]. As in the functional case, the equation PB(W) ~- Ok=o BI~(W) 
holds. A characterization of the members in PB(W) that are contained in 
PBT~(W), similar to that of Theorem 2 may be made in terms of continuous 
linear funetionals on a certain tensor product. Consider the space Cck(~) of 
all k-times continuously differentiable functions on E1 that have compact 
support. The tensor product Cck(R1) @ Cce(Rx) is the space of all functions 
of the form 
¢(x, y) = L ~i(x) ~i(Y) ~,  ~?i ~ Cc~(~) for i = 1 .... , m. (9) 
i= l  
We may define a norm on C~(E1) by means of the equation 
[I ~ lie = max sup [ d~C/dx~ [ 
o~<p~/~ x 
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and a norm on the tensor product by 
i= l  
when the infimum is taken over all possible representations of ~b of the form(9). 
The topology induced by this norm on the tensor product is called the pro- 
jective topology. We may now state our characterization of PB~(W): 
THEOREM 6. A process x(t) with covariance R in PB(W) is in PBk(W) if 
and only if 19 is a continuous linear functional on Cek(•a) @ Cek(~J. 
Proof. Suppose that x ~ PBk(W). Then by Theorem 5, x(t) satisfies (8) 
and hence if ¢ = ~ ~i(x) 7h(y) is a member of the tensor product, 
x(t) ~i(t) dt = ~, [xU)(O)S!] N~i(t ) dt + (t~/k!)y(t) ~i(t) dt 
k-~ x ~(J)tO~ f w = E , , ,  + c ~?)(~) Z(dx), 
/=o -W 
where x~, j = 0,..., k - -  1 are square integrable r.v.s., C is a constant not 
depending on [i and Z is a random measure with 
Thus 
since 
E(z(~) z(A')) = f~ ¢(~, y)dx dy. 
XAI" 
° fL  
_ 
2 oo 2i i /2 
oo 21112 
V I flo"('> u')" 
< z (~I,,, i~"(o)i +Icl(i' 
i=0 W 
~< K N gi 1]~ say. 
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Thus 




Since (10) holds for any representation of ¢ we obtain 
]/~(¢)[ ~ K21[ ~ H~, (11) 
and so/~ is continuous. 
Conversely, suppose R ~ PB(W),  then R ~ PBv(W ) for some integer v. We 
will show that v ~ k. Let ~ e C J (~)  be a function whose first v - -  1 deriva- 
tives vanish at O. 
Then if ¢(x, y) = ¢(x) ~(y) 
W 
= I c 12 I '  i(v)(x) ~(~)(y) ¢¢ ,  y) ax dy 
J _  W 
and so if k is continuous on C~k(Ri) @ Cc~(RI) we have 
This is impossible unless k ~ v. 
Corresponding to the sampling theorem for functions in B~(W) (Theo- 
rem 5) we have a sharper sampling theorem for stochastic processes in the 
class BP~(W): 
THEOREM 7. Let x(t) be a process in BPk(W). Then if  h -X> 2W, 
fi < (~r(h -~ -- 2W)/k), 
sin ~rh-l(t --  nh) sin k fi(t --  nh) 
x(t) = x(nh) = 
n=o~ 
(8) 
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the series converging in mean square (and with probability 1) on bounded subsets 
of E. 
Proof. Cf. Lee (1976). 
Finally we prove an approximation theorem, which is an analog of Theo- 
rem 4.  
THEOREM 8. Let x(t) e PB~(W), e > O. Then there exists a harmonizable 
process y(t) with spectral measure concentrated on [--W, W] × [--W, W] 
such that 
~ E I x(t) -- y(t)[ ~ t~k(dt) < e. (12) 
oo 
Pro@ Let E an(t) en be the series expansion of x(t), and e > O. For each 
n there is a function bn(t) = fW_~v e2=i~t¢n(x)dx ~ Bo(W ) with 
N 
f ] an(t) -- bn(t)] 2 t~ dt < ~/n 2. Set yN(t) = ~ bn(t ) e~. 
q't=l 




f~_~ E ] x(t) -- yn(t)t 2 #e(dt) 
= f ~ 1an(t) --bn(t)] 2tz1~(dt) + k f I an(t)] ~ I~k(dr) 
n=l  n=N+l  
N 




so Cn-+O as n--> oo. 
Thus lim supn_~ J" E ] x(t) -- YN 12 t~k(dt) <~ (~2/6) e. Since e is arbitrary 
I E ] x(t) -- yw(t)[ 2 t~k(dt) converges to 0, and so (7) is true with y = Ylv 
for N sufficiently large. 
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